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EBACE2016 showcased
business aviation’s size,
strength, diversity
Ed Bolen reviews Europe’s premier showcase for
business aviation, which provided an opportunity for
dialogue between regulatory authorities, business
leaders and other stakeholders
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he 2016 European Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (EBACE2016) recently concluded as an extremely successful event, once again demonstrating the strength, size, and resilience of the European business aviation community.

Held annually at the Palexpo center and Geneva International Airport in Geneva, Switzerland, and jointly hosted by
the National Business Aviation Association (NBAA) and the European Business Aviation Association (EBAA), EBACE
serves as Europe’s premier showcase for business aviation, while also providing an important venue to continue the
vital dialogue between regulatory authorities, business leaders and other stakeholders.
EBACE2016 featured more than 450 exhibitors from more than 40 countries, across the largest show footprint yet
for an EBACE, with attendees from more than 100 countries throughout the European region and beyond.
The event also served as a powerful venue for closing deals and generating headlines, with a variety of press conferences held during the show, and more than 400 journalists from all over the world in attendance. A sold-out static
display of aircraft included the first public appearances in Europe of the Pilatus PC-24 light jet and a VIP edition of
the Boeing 787-8 by Boeing Business Jets - the largest aircraft ever displayed at an NBAA-sponsored event.
As EBAA President Brian Humphries noted, “We’re very pleased with the level of enthusiasm we’ve seen this year... In addition to the busy show floor and sold-out aircraft static display, our seminars and education sessions were well attended,
and participants were very engaged with presenters and one another.”
The show’s Opening General Session lineup was among the strongest ever, featuring leaders from government and
industry. Keynote speakers included former Foreign Minister of France and co-founder of Doctors Without Borders,
Dr Bernard Kouchner; Executive Director of the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), Patrick Ky; and Channel IT

Group founder and CEO Bassim Haidar, whose company utilizes business aviation in providing telecommunications
and electricity in 23 countries in Asia, Latin America, Africa and the Middle East.
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EBACE2016 also included an impressive roster of education sessions covering important industry topics and trends.
The day-long EBACE Safety Workshop focused on key safety challenges affecting business aviation, while also discussing the International Standard for Business Aircraft Operators (IS-BAO) as an alternate means of compliance
with EASA’s new Part-NCC (non-commercial operations with complex motor-powered aircraft).
The show’s popular Inspiration Zone also hosted a variety of sessions on timely topics, including a gathering of
about 40 recent graduates and current students who attended the event’s third day for free as an introduction to
the broad range of opportunities available within business aviation – from engineering and maintenance to marketing and sales; from flight operations to interior design. Separately, a pop-up education session focused on what

In addition to its traditional role as Europe’s most
significant business aviation event, EBACE2016
also provided a welcome opportunity to highlight
advocacy efforts underway across Europe by EBAA
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Bernard Kouchner, former French Minister of Health and co-founder of Doctors Without
Borders, speaks at the Opening General Session

regions, health risks and quarantine procedures business aircraft operators should prepare for in parts of the world
affected by the Zika virus.
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Event highlights collaboration between international associations
In addition to its traditional role as Europe’s most significant business aviation event, EBACE2016 also provided a
welcome opportunity to highlight advocacy efforts underway across Europe by EBAA, in many cases in collaboration with NBAA.
In addition to work by the associations to foster the industry’s growth in the regions we represent, this collaboration
through EBACE also illustrates how NBAA and EBAA come together on a variety of policy concerns at the forefront
of our shared aviation community, and how that is reflective of our continuing work together on policies that mutually benefit the industry on a global scale.
For example, our shared efforts through the International Business Aviation Council (IBAC) on aircraft emissions
policies for business aviation has emphasized our commitment to improve our industry’s already very small contribution to greenhouse gas emissions. This is a core tenet of our position in the International Civil Aviation Organization’s (ICAO) greater debate on the matter.
Another issue that we have mutually worked on is the elimination of an onerous and long-standing requirement
by the US Transportation Security Administration (TSA) for security waivers affecting the intra-US segments of
non-US-registered aircraft. In the past year, our continuing efforts with TSA have led to the elimination of that requirement, out of recognition that the US government already receives sufficient security information about business aircraft before they arrive in the country.

Along similar lines, a joint effort by NBAA and EBAA, again with IBAC, resulted in a favorable opinion from the World
Customs Organization and the European Commission on regulations covering the temporary admissions policy for
business aircraft that may only be in a European location briefly.
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Working together, we have ensured that those regulations differ from policies applying to the airlines, out of recognition of the unique operating models in our industry, and the implications of that reality for customs and importation duties.
For these reasons and many more, NBAA is actively involved with EBAA on a variety of policies affecting business
aviation in Europe. It’s clear that NBAA and EBAA are more than trade-show partners and co-sponsors of EBACE; our
associations present a united front against a variety of challenges that threaten our industry, whether speaking of
the US, Europe, or other points around the globe. These challenges continue to underscore the significance of our
combined efforts to respond to these uncertainties.
Just as EBACE is a premier event and the annual meeting place for the European business aviation community –
bringing together business leaders, government officials, manufacturers, corporate aviation department personnel and all manner of people involved in nearly every aspect of business aviation – the shared conversation hosted
through EBACE helps showcase our associations’ work to advocate for the industry on those issues throughout the
entire year.
By every measure, EBACE2016 was a great success, and we are delighted with the support we continue to receive
from exhibitors and attendees. Along with our partners at EBAA, NBAA looks forward to welcoming everyone back
to Geneva for EBACE2017, which will take place from May 22 to 24, 2017.

As another demonstration of our industry’s scope, I would also like to invite readers of World Commerce Review to
join the estimated 27,000 industry professionals attending this year’s NBAA Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (NBAA-BACE2016), which will take place November 1–3, 2016, in Orlando, FL.
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Widely regarded as the most important three days of business aviation, NBAA-BACE2016 will bring together current
and prospective aircraft owners, manufacturers and customers into one meeting place to get critical work accomplished, all while once again showcasing the size, strength, and diversity of this vital global industry. ■

Ed Bolen is President and CEO of the National Business Aviation Association (NBAA)

